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Abstract� This paper shows how to embed complete binary trees in
products of complete binary trees� products of shu	e
exchange graphs�
and products of de Bruijn graphs� The main emphasis of the embedding
methods presented here is how to emulate arbitrarily large complete bi

nary trees in these product graphs with low slowdown� For the embedding
methods presented here the size of the host graph can be �xed to an ar

bitrary size� while we de�ne no bound on the size of the guest graph�
This is motivated by the fact that the host architecture has a �xed num

ber of processors due to its physical design� while the guest graph can
grow arbitrarily large depending on the application� The results of this
paper widen the class of computations that can be performed on these
product graphs which are often cited as being low
cost alternatives for
hypercubes�

� Introduction

Let Gr�N � denote the r�dimensional product graph obtained from the N �node
graph G�N �� Note that Gr�N � contains N r nodes� �As a special case� every
graph G�N � is a one�dimensional product of itself� and we omit r when r � ���
Let T �N � be the N �node complete binary tree� where N � �h� �� We prove the
following results	

�� T ��rh�d r� e�l���� where l � �� can be embedded in the r�dimensional product
of complete binary trees� T r��h � ��� with dilation �� congestion �� and load
�l � ��

�� Given the r�dimensional product of shu
e�exchange graphs� Sr�N ��
�a� T �N r�l�� � �� can be embedded in it with dilation �� congestion �� and

load �l � ��
�b� T ��N�l�r � �� can be embedded in it with dilation �� congestion �� and

load �rl�
�� T ��N�l�r � �� can be embedded in the r�dimensional product of de Bruijn

graphs� Dr�N �� with dilation �� congestion �� and load �rl�

The rst problem above� for unit load� was originally addressed in ���� where
it was shown that T ��r�h�������� is a subgraph of T r��h���� When r � � this



method embeds the largest possible tree for the number of nodes in T r��h � ���
but when r � � the size of the tree shrinks by a factor of �r��� Thus� as r grows
the method of ��� becomes less and less interesting� To utilize more nodes of the
host� a unit�load embedding was presented in ��� with dilation � and congestion
�� Our emphasis here is how to embed arbitrarily�large complete binary trees in
the xed size host graph� It turns out that the dilation and congestion values
can be reduced from � to � when the load is increased�

The second and third problems above were addressed in ��� for unit load�
but the methods presented there only apply for two dimensions and use only
about half of the nodes of the product graph� The method in the current paper
utilizes all �but one� of the nodes of the product graph and it is applicable for
any number of dimensions� Also� our methods yield perfectly�balanced loads for
the nodes of the host graphs�

Since a parallel architecture has a xed size by its physical design� these
results have signicant practical importance as they show a way for solving
arbitrarily�large tree computations on xed�size parallel computers� These im�
portant practical concerns appear to have been omitted in most of the papers
in the literature except by a few researchers ��� �� ���

� De�nitions and Notation

The nodes of the N �node complete binary tree are assigned the labels �� � � � � N �
Each node u� u � N��� is connected to nodes �u and �u � �� This labeling
will be referred to as the level�order labeling of T �N � �see Figure ��� The graph
T ��h � �� will often be also called the h�level complete binary tree�
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Fig� �� Level
order labeling of the complete binary tree�

The N�node shu�e�exchange graph� denoted S�N �� contains N � �n nodes�
labeled �� � � � � N � �� and �� �n�� edges connected as follows	

�a� �u� v� is an �exchange� edge if v � u� � where u is even or v � u� � where
u is odd� or



�b� �u� v� is a �shu
e� edge if v � �u where u � N�� or v � ��u mod N � � �
where u � N���

The N�node de Bruijn graph� denoted D�N �� contains N � �n nodes� labeled
�� � � � � N � �� and �n�� edges connected as follows	 �u� v� is an edge of D�N � if
v � �u mod N or v � ��u mod N � � ��

Let G � �VG� EG� and H � �VH � EH� be two arbitrary graphs� Their carte�
sian product is the graph P � G � H whose vertex set is VG � VH and whose
edge set contains all edges of the form �x�x�� y�y�� such that either x� � y� and
�x�� y�� � EG� or x� � y� and �x�� y�� � EH �

The r�dimensional homogeneous product of an N �node graph G�N �� denoted
Gr�N � is	

�� a single vertex with no labels and no edges if r � �
�� G�N �� Gr���N � when r � ��

Figure � illustrates this denition by presenting the construction of the two�
dimensional product S�����

Fig� �� Construction of the two
dimensional product of the shu	e
exchange graph
S��� Both rows and columns are connected in the pattern of the basic shu	e
exchange
graph�

An embedding of a �guest� graph G in a �host� graph H is a mapping of the
vertices of G into the vertices of H and the edges of G into paths in H� The
main cost measures used in embedding e�ciency are ���	

� Load of an embedding is the maximum number of vertices of G mapped to
any vertex of H�

� Dilation of an embedding is the maximumpath length in H representing an
edge of G�

� Congestion of an embedding is the maximum number of paths �that corre�
spond to the edges of G� that share any edge of H�

The level�order labeling of a complete binary tree as in Figure � denes an
embedding of T �N � �� in S�N � with dilation �� congestion �� and load � ����
This labeling also shows that T �N � �� is a subgraph of D�N � ����



� Embedding in the Product of Complete Binary Trees

In this paper we use the embedding method of ��� as part of the improved
embedding method presented here� For easy reference this result is included
here�

Theorem�� T ��r�h����� � �� is a subgraph of T r��h � ���

As an example� Figure � shows the embedding for r � ��

Fig� �� Embedding the complete binary tree T ���� in T ���� by Theorem �� The
complete binary tree subgraph is highlighted by heavy dark lines�

The main result of this section is the following	

Theorem�� T ��rh�d r� e�l���� where l � �� can be embedded in T r��h��� with
dilation �� congestion �� and load �l � ��

Before proving the theorem� we will rst distinguish a particular node in the
T r�N � graph as follows	

� Root of T r�N �� The node v � vr�����v�v� is the root of T r�N � if and only if
vi � � �that is� vi is the root of T �N ��� for all � � i � r � ��

First we show that a ���node complete binary tree can be embedded in T ����
with dilation �� congestion �� and load �� A simple modication of this gives an
embedding for T ��l�� � �� in T ���� with the same dilation and congestion� but
the load is increased to �l � �� where l � �� Next� we use induction on r to show
that T ��b

�r
� c�� � �� can be embedded in T r��� with dilation �� congestion ��

and load �� Finally� by combining these results and Theorem � the claim of the
theorem is obtained�

Lemma�� T ���� can be embedded in T ���� with dilation � and congestion ��

such that �� nodes have load � and �� nodes have load �� The remaining 	 nodes

of T ���� are unused� In this embedding the root of the embedded tree coincides

with the root of T �����



(a) (b)

Fig� �� Embedding the �l����level complete binary tree in a subgraph of T �����

Proof� Figure ���a� presents a subgraph of T ���� extended with some new nodes
�the small empty nodes�� We emphasize that the small empty nodes in Fig�
ure ���a� do not exist in T ���� itself� we just added these nodes for convenience
in the presentation of proof �we will eventually erase these nodes�� Figure ���b�
presents a ���node complete binary tree drawn in a form suitable for the follow�
ing discussion�

Consider embedding the graph of Figure ���b� in the graph of Figure ���a�
by super�imposing the nodes of the two graphs on top of each other� It can be
easily checked that any edge in Figure ���b� corresponds to a path of length no
more than � in Figure ���a�� Dilation�� edges are those that connect the large
dark nodes to small empty nodes in Figure ���b�� It can be also easily seen that
the maximum congestion of � is found in some of the edges connecting large
empty nodes with small empty nodes in Figure ���a�� �The reader can trace the
connections sharing the edge from the large empty node to the small empty node
at the rightmost column of Figure ���a���

Finally� by contracting the edges between the large empty nodes and small
empty nodes in Figure ���a� we obtain a real subgraph of T ����� while we increase
the load in the large empty nodes to �� This process also reduces both the dilation
and congestion values to �� Since the tree of Figure ���b� has � levels we have
obtained an embedding of T ���� in T ���� with dilation and congestion values of
�� and load �� From the gure it is easily veried that the root of the embedded
tree coincides with the root of T �����

Corollary�� T ��l�� � ��� where l � �� can be embedded in T ����� such that ��

nodes of T ���� have load �l � �� �� nodes have load �� and the root has load ��

This is obtained by simply replacing the dark nodes of Figure ���b� �the
leaves of the embedded tree� by l�level complete binary trees� and then using the
embedding method above�

The properties of the embedding highlighted in the statement of Lemma �
are needed in Lemma � below� This lemma uses induction on r to increase the
number of dimensions�



Lemma�� T ��b
�r
� c��� �� can be embedded in T r��� with dilation �� congestion

�� and load �� In this embedding the root of the embedded tree is the root of T r���
and the leaves are in unit�load nodes�

Proof� We prove the claim by induction on the number of dimensions� r� We will
have two initial base cases �cases of r � � and r � �� and an induction step that
increases the number of dimensions by two� This allows to prove the claim for
any number of dimensions� since depending on whether r is odd or even� we can
use either r � � or r � � as the basis case� respectively�

The base cases are trivially veried� For r � �� T ���� is isomorphic to

T ��b
�
� c�� � ��� For r � �� Lemma � above shows the embedding�

In the induction step� given an embedding of T ��b
�k
� c�� � �� in T k��� with

dilation �� congestion �� and load �� we show that it is possible to embed

T ��b
��k���

� c�� � �� in T k����� with the same dilation� congestion� and load� In
this embedding the root of the embedded tree is the root of T k������

By removing all the edges along dimensions k and k � � from T k����� we
obtain �� disjoint copies of T k���� From the induction hypothesis� we can embed

a disjoint copy of T ��b
�k
� c�� � �� in each of these copies�

Now consider only the roots of the embedded trees and reconnect them along
dimensions k and k � �� Considering only the dimensions k and k � �� we have
a graph isomorphic to T ����� From Lemma �� we know that a ��level complete
binary tree can be embedded in this graph� The leaves of this tree �the dark

nodes of Figure Figure ���a�� correspond to the roots of embedded T ��b
�k
� c�����

graphs� �The trees whose roots fall in the large empty nodes are not considered��

By this procedure� we have obtained an embedding of the ��b
�k
� c���� � �� �

��b
��k���

� c������node complete binary tree in T k����� with dilation �� congestion
�� and load �� as claimed�

Proof of Theorem �� If we remove the � lowest levels from every tree along
each dimension in T r��h��� we obtain a graph isomorphic to T r��h������ From
Theorem � we can embed a �r�h�������level tree in this subgraph of T r��h���
such that the leaves of the tree are mapped to the leaves of T r��h�� � ���

Similarly� if we remove the h�� top levels from every tree along each dimen�
sion we obtain a disconnected graph formed by �r�h��� disjoint copies of T r����
Then� by using Lemma �� we embed a �b�r� c����level tree in each copy of T r����
where the roots of the embedded trees coincide with the roots of T r��� graphs�
The combination of both embeddings in T r��h � �� yields an embedding of the
�b�r

�
c � � � r�h� ��� � �rh � d r

�
e � ���level complete binary tree in T r��h � ��

with dilation �� congestion �� and load �� Note that in this tree the leaves are
embedded with unit load�

Finally� by replacing the leaves of embedded tree with l�level trees �as in
Corollary �� we obtain a dilation � and congestion � embedding where the load
is �l � ��

This proves the rst result claimed in the introduction and completes this
section�



� Embedding in the Product of Shu�e�Exchange Graphs

In this section we focus our attention on embeddings of complete binary trees of
arbitrary size in Sr�N �� We start by presenting a method to embed T �N r � ��
in Sr�N � with dilation �� congestion �� and unit load� We continue by showing
how to extend this method for arbitrarily large trees with the same dilation and
congestion values� thus proving the result ���a� claimed in the introduction�

However� in this embedding half of the nodes �minus one� of Sr�N � have
unit load� while the other half are collectively mapped most of the nodes of
the embedded tree� In the next section we comment on a method to embed
arbitrarily large trees with perfectly�balanced load distribution �result ���b���

Theorem�� T �N r � �� can be embedded in Sr�N � with dilation �� congestion

�� and unit load�

Proof� We prove the theorem by induction on the number of dimensions� We
already mentioned that T �N � �� can be embedded in S�N � with dilation � and
congestion �� which proves the base case r � �� We now illustrate the induction
step by presenting the construction of the embedding of T �N� � �� in S��N ��
The generalization of this process for arbitrary number of dimensions is similar
and will be brie�y described�

We begin by embedding T �N � �� in each of the subgraphs isomorphic to
S�N � that form the dimension�� connections in S��N �� Since each node has a
label of the form v�v�� we can do this by using the level�order embedding of
T �N � �� in S�N � using the v� part of the label� Note that the roots of these
N trees all have the form v�� and that the nodes v�� are all unused� See Figure
� �looking at row connections only�� We can now embed another N � � node
complete binary tree using the level�order labeling in the nodes of the form v��
using dimension�� connections� This tree forms the �top� of the N� � � node
complete binary tree� The root of this tree is at ��� The leaves of this tree are
found in the nodes k� where N�� � k � N��� Each of these leaves now becomes
the root of two subtrees as described next�

Let kl � �k � N and kr � �k � N � �� The left child of k� is kl� and the
right child of k� is kr� �see Figure ��� The connection between k� and kr� is
realized by a path of length � in S��N �� The path from k� to kr� is formed by
the following edges	

�� k� is connected to k� by an exchange edge in dimension���
�� k� is connected to kr� by a shu
e edge in dimension��� Since the binary

form of k has a ��� in the most signicant position� the shu
e of k results in
the label value �k � N � ��

The connection between k� and kl� is realized by a path of length �� That path
is formed by the following edges	

�� Traverse the two edges as described above� k� to k� to kr��
�� kr� is connected to kl� by an exchange edge in dimension���



The dilation of this embedding is clearly �� The congestion is � because the paths
to the left and right child of k� coincide with each other but do not coincide
with any other path between adjacent nodes in the tree� This completes the case
for r � ��
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70 71 72 73 74 75 76 77

Fig� �� Embedding of ��
node complete binary tree in the two
dimensional product of
shu	e
exchange graphs�

Given that there is an embedding of an �N r������node complete binary tree
in Sr���N �� with the root at node �� � � �� and with congestion �� and dilation
�� we can construct an embedding of the N r � � node complete binary tree in
Sr �N � with these same properties� We do this by rst embedding the �N r������
node complete binary tree in the N subgraphs isomorphic to Sr���N � formed
if the highest dimension connections are not considered� All nodes within each
subgraph have the same value vr�� in their labels� We now embed an �N � ���
node complete binary tree in the new dimension in the subgraph isomorphic
to S�N � formed by the nodes of the form vr��� � � ��� The root of this tree is
at �� � � ��� We form the connections between the N�� leaves of this tree and
the roots of the N subtrees in the same manner as in the ��dimensional case�
This time only vr�� and vr�� will be considered when connecting k� � � �� to its
descendents�

Corollary 	� T �N r�l��� �� can be embedded in Sr�N � with dilation �� conges�

tion �� and load �l � ��

This embedding is obtained by simply replacing the leaves of the embedded



tree by an l�level complete binary tree� as in Corollary �� This proves the result
���a� claimed in the introduction�

Note that if l � �� the load of the embedding described in the above corollary
is not fully balanced� Half the nodes of Sr �N � will have load �l � �� while the
other half �except one unused� has unit load� It is possible to obtain a better
load balance by increasing the dilation and congestion slightly� It will be easier
to explain how to do this once we see the embedding method in products of de
Bruijn Graphs�

� Embedding in the Product of de Bruijn Graphs

All the results presented in the previous sections are also applicable to products
of de Bruijn graphs� The reason is that T r�N ��� is a subgraph of Dr�N � �from
Theorem �� in ���� and that Sr�N � is a subgraph ofDr�N � �combining Theorem
� in ��� and Theorem � in ����� However� we are able to obtain better embeddings
in Dr�N � if we consider this network directly�

Again here we initially focus our attention on embeddings with unit load�
Then we comment on how to extend this method for embedding arbitrarily
large trees with perfectly balanced load distribution� thereby proving the result
� claimed in the introduction�

Theorem
� T �N r � �� can be embedded in Dr�N � with dilation �� congestion

�� and unit load�

Proof� This proof is similar to that of Theorem �� In the interest of brevity� we
only sketch the basic idea pointing out the di�erences from the above case�

It was shown in ��� that D�N � contains the �N ����node tree as a subgraph�
This result can be used for the rst dimension connections of Figure �� The
connections in the second dimension require congestion �� just as for Sr �N �� but
a dilation of � instead of �� This is because the connection between k� and kr�
is realized by a path of length � in Dr�N �� This path is formed by the following
edges	

�� k� is connected to k� by an edge in dimension���
�� k� is connected to kr� by an edge in dimension��� Since the binary form of k

has a ��� in the most signicant position� the shu
e of k results in the value
�k � N � ��

The connection between k� and kl� is realized by a path also of length �� That
path is formed by the following edges	

�� k� is connected to k� by an edge in dimension���
�� k� is connected to kl� by the edge connecting k to label value �k � N in

dimension ��

This completes the proof for the case of r � �� For r � �� similar arguments as
in Theorem � apply�



We could use now this result to embed larger trees using the same technique
used in Corollaries � and �� Like in these results� the embedding obtained would
not fully balance the load among the nodes of the host graph�

However� it is possible to map arbitrarily large complete binary trees to a
xed�size product Dr�N � with perfectly�uniform load distribution� That is� if
the product graph contains N r nodes� we can embed T ��N�l�r � �� in it with
uniform load of �rl for all nodes of the product graph� with the exception of one
node that will be mapped �rl � � nodes�

The new embedding can be done in two steps� In the rst step� we embed
T ��N�l�r��� inDr�N�l� with dilation �� congestion �� and load � by the method
of Theorem �� In the second step� we embed Dr�N�l� in Dr�N � with dilation
�� congestion �� and load �rl by the method given in Corollary � of ���� This
induces an embedding for T ��N�l�r ��� in Dr�N � with dilation �� congestion ��
and load �rl� as claimed in the introduction �result ���

This result can also be used to obtain an embedding of T ��N�l�r � �� in
Sr �N � with perfectly�balanced load of �rl �result ���b��� To do so� we simply
combine it with an embedding of Dr�N � in Sr �N � with dilation �� congestion ��
and unit load ��� ��� This leads to the dilation and congestion values of ��

� Remarks

The embedding methods in this paper can also be extended to product graphs
made from graphs containing di�erent numbers of nodes for di�erent dimensions�

Theorem � implies that for any graph G� if G contains the complete binary
tree as a subgraph� then its r�dimensional product can embed the complete
binary tree with dilation � and congestion �� Basically� the Gr�N � contains the
r�dimensional product of complete binary trees as a subgraph� so the embedding
method of Theorem � can be applied to this subgraph�
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